
Computer and Related

Name of App Platform Description
Airtame iOS Airtame is a wireless presentation solution. You can use it for mirroring the screen of your computer or mobile device (using the Airtame app), to a larger 

display (e.g., TV or projector) that has the Airtame device plugged in. You can mirror your screen to one or multiple Airtame-equipped displays 
simultaneously.

Avaz AAC iOS Avaz AAC is an augmentative and alternative communication app that empowers children & adults having speech-related disabilities with a voice of their 
own. ... This allows users to grow steadily from using 1-2 word phrases to full sentences using Avaz AAC

CamFind iOS mobile visual search engine, allows you to search for anything on your mobile device just by taking a picture. 

Dragon Anywhere: Dictate Now IOS Dragon Anywhere is a mobile dictation app that enables continuous dictation of documents, with no length or time limits. ... Dragon Anywhere makes it 
easy to create detailed and accurate documents, fill out reports and forms, or complete other paperwork— directly on your smartphone and tablet, all on-
the-go

join.me - Simple Meetings iOS join.me includes audio and video conferencing by phone or internet (VoIP) so you can see and hear anything in real time… on your time. join.me lets you 
host audio calls, video calls, and share your screen* and any of your apps. Just one tap starts a scheduled meeting, a spontaneous meeting, or a 
conference call.

Skyle iOS Skyle is the world's first eye tracker for iPad Pro. With Skyle you can control the iPad completely with your eyes, for alternative access to apps, 
augmentative & alternative communication (AAC) and environmental control.  Skyle hardware is needed for this app.

Symbo Talk AAC Talker iOS An app that talks for you by clicking on symbols (images or icons). The app has predefined communication boards from different areas of life, each board 
contains symbols (images). Clicking on a symbol reads it aloud and adds it to a sentence which can also be read.
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